Methods for registration of spontaneous DNA instability in mammalian cells.
A phenomenon of spontaneous DNA instability displays itself as the low level of repair DNA synthesis that takes place during any cell cycle phases. However, there is a problem in detection of very low intensive repair DNA synthesis. This paper suggests two approaches to detect the spontaneous DNA instability. The first method involves a blockade of the DNA gaps sealing by a combination of inhibitors, hydroxyurea and arabinofuranosyl cytosine. An accumulation of single strand gaps leads to production of DNA double strand breaks and results to reproductive inactivation of cells. It was shown that registration of both these events by different methods (such as viscoelastometry of DNA, orthogonal pulse electrophoresis or comet assay for double strand breaks as well as effectiveness of colony growth for cell inactivation) may be used as suitable measure of the spontaneous DNA instability. The second approach bases on photolysis of bromodeoxyuridine incorporated into repair DNA patches during the spontaneous repair DNA synthesis. Long wave UV irradiation of cells containing bromodeoxyuridine labeled DNA stained with Hoechst 33342 causes their inactivation. Experimental results presented confirm that both methods actually detect the spontaneous DNA instability. It takes note of the spontaneous DNA instability varies for cells from different tissues and species and increases during aging.